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Destabilizing swan, eery comparison, golden best, supply predictor, miraculous recovery, stimulus whipsaw
“Black Swan” events are thankfully few. But when they do happen they can be quite destabilizing even
devastating. The pandemic of 2020 is a “black swan” event. Seemingly out of the blue i.e. an unpredictable
event, it has had widespread negative ramifications but it was also something predicted by scientists for years
(hindsight). We look at “Black Swan” events and wonder could we still have a “Black Swan” event prior to the
November 3 election. We look at the eery comparison between the stock market of 1921-1932 and how it
looks compared to the 2009-2020 market to date. While the Canadian Conservative Growth Strategy* is
designed to allocate to cash in the event of a sustained downturn, its diversified holdings continue to contain
gold stocks including Barrick Gold Corporation which has gold and copper mining operations and projects on
five continents, focuses on high margin, long-life assets, and pays a dividend. Our “Chart of the Week” (page 7)
looks at gold as the best performing asset of 2020 (sorry silver and Bitcoin but you are junior partners). We
also look at the Money Supply (M2)/Gold ratio as a potential predictor of gold prices.
The week has been dominated by the miraculous recovery of the President from COVID even as practically
everyone else around him has also come down with it. As well the on again, off again, on again, off again
stimulus program has helped cause whipsaw action in the markets. As we went to press it appears the stimulus
is off again so the markets could well open weak this coming week. Nonetheless last week was an almost
universally up week for stock markets and precious metals but a down week for bond prices and the U.S.
dollar.
The best to everyone over Thanksgiving. Canada is closed Monday. Fall colours are in full glory. Enjoy the
weekend and stay safe.
DC

* Reference to the Canadian Conservative Growth Strategy and its investments is added by Margaret Samuel,
President, CEO and Portfolio Manager of Enriched Investing Incorporated who can be reached at 416-203-3028
or msamuel@enrichedinvesting.com
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“It came with a speed and ferocity that left men dazed. The bottom, simply fell out of the market… The
streets were crammed with a mixed crowd—agonized little speculators…sold-out traders… inquisitive
individuals and tourists seeking…a closer view of the national catastrophe…Where was it going to end?”
—account of the stock market crash in The New York Times, October 29, 1929
“One of the funny things about the stock market is that every time one person buys, another person sells,
and they both think they are astute.”
—William A. Feather, American publisher and author The New Buying Era (1933) plus others; 1889–1981
“If the Dow Joans [sic] ever falls more than 1000 “points” in a Single Day the sitting president should be
“loaded” into a very big cannon and Shot into the sun at TREMENDOUS SPEED! No excuses!
—Donald Trump, 45th President of the United States, businessman, TV personality, tweet from
@realDonaldTrump 12:27 am, February 25, 2015
“If the Dow Jones ever drops over 2000 points in a day, the President should resign.”
—Donald Trump, tweet from @realDonaldTrump 2:36 pm January 9, 2014
Note: in February and March 2020, the Dow Jones Industrials (DJI) recorded eight days where the index fell
over 1,000 points, including a record 2,997.10 points (12.9%) on March 16, 2020. The DJI also recorded two
days over 1,000 points down in February 2018. They constitute the top 10-point declines of all time. To be fair,
the DJI also recorded nine up days of 1,000 points or more of which eight occurred in March 2020 and one in
December 2018. The largest was March 24, 2020 when the DJI gained 2,112.98 points (11.4%) and is the
largest one-day gain ever. The final score: 10, 1,000 point + declines to 9, 1,000 point + gains.
Black swan events are not unusual. They just don’t happen with any predictability; ergo, the phrase “black
swan event.” So, what is a black swan event? Well, it is an event that happens that is difficult to predict, it has
major ramifications or impact, and, after the event, people will say it is explainable and was predictable
(hindsight).
The arrival of Europeans on the shores of North and South America in the late 15th century was a black swan
event for the civilizations and millions of people who lived there. When the dust cleared over the next few
centuries, their civilizations were destroyed and upwards of 90% of the population perished. For them it was
like the asteroid(s) and volcanic eruptions that occurred millions of years ago that killed the dinosaurs. More
recently, black swan events can be beneficial, like the rise of the internet and the personal computer, or they
can be disruptive like the collapse of the Soviet Union or the 9/11 attacks. The 20th century has had its fair
share of black swan events like World War I, World War II, the 1929 stock market crash, and the 1918–1920
Spanish flu pandemic.
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Cycle analysts predict with some degree of accuracy business cycles and stock market cycles based on
observations of history. But black swan events come, it seems, out of the blue or even if there was some
anticipation that an event was building it still comes as a surprise when it actually happens. Take the 2020
COVID-19 pandemic. That an event like that had been predicted years ago by scientists and health officials is
moot. They couldn’t say when it would come, only that it would come and we should be prepared. Predictably,
we were not.
Countries that were prepared have fared far better than others. Except few were prepared, an exception being
Taiwan. Others brutally and forcibly shut down their economy to curb the spread of the virus. Think China.
And, predictably, others dismissed it as “just the sniffles.” Except it wasn’t and a price was paid with shrinking
economies and rising cases and deaths.
Today, despite over 37 million cases and over a million dead, there remain many—including some in powerful
influential positions—who are dismissive of the virus or who see it as a conspiracy or a hoax perpetrated to
control the world. Here’s a handful of such theories: the COVID-19 is a bioweapon from a lab in Wuhan, China,
leading to the tag the CCP virus, the Wuhan flu, and many more; the U.S. Center for Disease Control is
exaggerating the virus for control; wealthy elites are engineering the coronavirus for power and profit; the
coronavirus is no worse than the flu so wearing a mask and social distancing is just meant to control everyone;
certain drugs like hydroxychloroquine are an effective treatment; the Deep State wants to control the world
with a “New World Order” that will lead to a one-world government; and (our personal favourite) that
Microsoft founder Bill Gates, whose foundation is providing funding for vaccines, wants to embed chips in
all of us to control the world. That the conspiracy theories have been debunked is moot because, despite
showing they are wrong, these theories have millions of followers and shills who have no problem pushing
them.
However, the pandemic is having an effect. The global economy has shrunk, millions of jobs have been lost,
millions have been pushed into poverty, world trade has shrunk pushing back globalization, global tensions
have gone up as multilateralism has shrunk, government deficits have gone up sharply, and inequality has
gone up. The benefits, which create winners and losers, include a rising stock market that benefits few (Wall
Street), creating more inequality (Main Street); rising house and property prices but falling prices for rental
housing; a shift to working at home that has reduced traffic congestion and benefited the environment but
which has negatively impacted commercial real estate and associated businesses; a rise in e-commerce that
has negatively impacted bricks and mortar retail; a rise in savings rates but a decline in consumer spending.
Winners are e-commerce companies, home-office creators including internet communications, staples such
as food (grocery chains), and, down the road, health care. Losers are restaurants and bars, mass
entertainment, spectator sports, automobiles and car rental companies, mass transit, global travel
(tourism), and airlines.
Pandemics are major drivers of history. They shift how society works and functions. We already note that
the current pandemic has had a major impact on how we work (remotely), medicine and health, and online
shopping (e-commerce). Pandemics and plagues are not one-off affairs. They can and do last for years,
coming and going in waves. Even previous plagues in this past century caused a depression (the 1918–1920
Spanish flu sparked the Depression of 1920–1921) and recessions (the Asian flu of 1957–1958 sparked the
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recession of 1957–1958 while the Hong Kong flu of 1968–1969 sparked the recession of 1969–1970). It is
interesting to note that the mortality rate of these previous flu pandemics was around 2.5%–3.0%. The
COVID-19 flu’s mortality rate is currently about 3%, in line with previous pandemics of the past century. The
mortality rate for plagues like the Black Death, the Plague of Antoine, or the Plague of Justinian was much
higher, ranging in some cases up to 50%.
The pandemic of 2020 is a black swan event. Given the rise once again in the number of cases of COVID-19
plus the extremely divisive U.S. election, could a “black swan event” happen before election day November
3? As they say, anything could happen.
One thing we were struck with in looking at some charts are some eery similarities between 1921–1929 and
2009–2020. Naturally, that is not to conclude that the end results would be the same. But it is interesting.

Source: www.macrotrends.net
We have used the charts from (www.macrotrends.net) to keep the comparisons similar. The charts are based
on monthly closes, not on actual highs and lows. While the actual rise and fall are not equal, the look is very
similar. And the time frame is also similar. The period of 1921–1929 was eight years and the 2009–2019 rise
was about ten years. The crash bottom was seen from September 1929 to November 1929 (three months) and
December 2019–March 2020 (three months). The rebound rally went from November 1929 to April 1930 (six
months) and, so far, March 2020 to August 2020 (the DJI has not taken out that August 2020 high close since
then). The total loss (high to low) of the 1929 crash was 48%, while the March 2020 crash saw the DJI fall 38%.
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The rebound from the lows has been stronger this time than what was seen in 1929–1930. What is missing is
the conclusion. The 1930–1932 bear was a devastating 86%. What will follow this time from the pandemic of
2020?

Source: www.macrotrends.net
The argument has been, what kind of recovery are we having? We call them the Alphabet recoveries: L, V, U,
W, and K. The K recovery is starting to have some cachet. What is a K recovery? A K recovery sees one part of
the economy rising and doing well (Wall Street?) and another part of the economy doing poorly and falling
(Main Street?). This divergence is a recipe for social unrest as inequality rises. Putting this all together—with an
extremely contentious election and the current culture wars and divisions in society against the backdrop of a
pandemic—the next few years promise to be rocky and volatile at best. The black swans have struck again.
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MARKETS AND TRENDS
% Gains (Losses)

Trends

Close
Dec 31/19

Close
Oct 9/20

Week

YTD

Daily (Short
Term)

Weekly
(Intermediate)

Monthly (Long
Term)

Stock Market Indices
S&P 500
Dow Jones Industrials

3,230.78
28,645.26

3,477.13
28,586.90

3.8%
3.3%

7.6%
0.2%

up
up

up
up

up
up

Dow Jones Transports

10,936.70

5.0%

8.8%

up

up

up

NASDAQ
S&P/TSX Composite
S&P/TSX Venture (CDNX)

9,006.62
17,063.53
577.54

11,861.95
(new highs)
11,579.94
16,562.81
732.25

4.6%
2.2%
3.3%

29.1%
(2.9)%
26.8%

up
up
neutral

up
up (weak)
up

up
up
up

S&P 600

1,021.18

926.19

5.7%

(9.3)%

up

up

down (weak)

MSCI World Index
NYSE Bitcoin Index

2,033.60
7,255.46

1,910.48
11,069.29

3.0%
5.2%

(6.1)%
52.6%

up
neutral

up
up

down (weak)
up

241.94
261.30

340.18
369.11

4.8%
2.1%

40.6%
41.3%

neutral
down

up
up

up
up

1.92
1.70

0.77
0.61

10.0%
8.9%

(59.9)%
(64.1)%

0.34

0.62

8.9%

82.4%

0

0.34

6.3%

3,400.0%

US$ Index
Canadian $

96.06
0.7710

93.07
0.7620

(0.9)%
1.3%

(3.1)%
(1.1)%

neutral
up

down
up

down
neutral

Euro
Swiss Franc
British Pound

112.12
103.44
132.59

118.28
109.89
130.43

1.0%
1.2%
0.8%

5.5%
6.2%
(1.5)%

neutral
neutral
neutral

up
up
up

up
up
neutral

Japanese Yen

92.02

94.69

(0.2)%

2.9%

neutral

up

up

1,523.10

1,926.20

1.0%

26.5%

down (weak)

up

up

17.92
977.80

25.11
894.30

4.5%
0.3%

40.1%
(8.5)%

down
down

up
neutral

up
neutral

1,909.30
2.797

2,463.20
3.08

5.9%
3.4%

29.0%
10.1%

up
up

up
up

up
up

Energy
WTI Oil

61.06

40.60

9.6%

(33.5)%

neutral

neutral

down

Natural Gas

2.19

2.74

12.3%

25.1%

up

up

neutral

Gold Mining Stock Indices
Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
TSX Gold Index (TGD)
Fixed Income Yields/Spreads
U.S. 10-Year Treasury yield
Cdn. 10-Year Bond yield
Recession Watch Spreads
U.S. 2-year 10-year Treasury spread
Cdn 2-year 10-year CGB spread
Currencies

Precious Metals
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Base Metals
Palladium
Copper

Source: www.stockcharts.com, David Chapman
Note: For an explanation of the trends, see the glossary at the end of this article.
New highs/lows refer to new 52-week highs/lows.
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Chart of the Week

Source: www.stockcharts.com
With the election barely three weeks away, things are sure to get even bumpier than they have already. This
election campaign has been one of the most partisan, acrimonious ones ever. As many are saying, it is
approaching near civil war proportions. Civil war was highlighted by the failed right-wing plot to overthrow
Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer. Most analysts are already gearing for a disputed election, irrespective
of the results on November 3—whether it’s close or a landslide. Even Canada has announced they are
preparing for possible “disruptions” as a result of the U.S. election.
A disputed election, regardless of the results, could result in destabilization of the stock market. The stock
market (financial assets) is dependent on stability and certainty. The question then becomes: how much
money will the financial authorities, led by the Federal Reserve, throw at the problem to keep it afloat if the
market should destabilize following a disputed election? To date, U.S. financial authorities have thrown some
$3 trillion at the market through the Federal reserve, plus another $3 trillion or more from the U.S. Treasury.
U.S. federal debt has gone up $3.6 trillion since the end of February 2020. The U.S. budget deficit is a record
$3.1 trillion but the real budget deficit is probably higher, estimated at $4.2 trillion. The debt to GDP ratio now
stands at 137.7%, putting the U.S. close to the same range as Italy (155%+) and Greece (177%). Unemployment
has soared and the U.S. remains over 11 million jobs short, based on where they were eight months ago.
Here in Canada the Federal government and the Bank of Canada (BofC) have embarked on similar programs.
The Feds are running a record budget deficit of at least $343 billion. The BofC has embarked on a QE program
not dissimilar to the Federal Reserve that has seen its balance sheet explode 342% since December 2019 or
$408 billion. That is only until June 30, 2020 as it is probably even higher now. To put that into proportion with
the rise of the Federal Reserves balance sheet the BofC did not embark on programs of QE1, QE2 and QE3 as
was the case south of the border. So, it looks higher percentage wise by comparison as its base was a lot
smaller. Canada’s Federal debt to GDP is also a lot smaller at about 50% even taking into account the current
budget deficit. Canada’s unemployment soared as well as over 3 million jobs were lost in March/April 2020.
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However, Canada’s recovery has been stronger as only 719 thousand remain on the unemployment rolls
having recovered 76% of the jobs lost.
All this destabilization has been very positive for gold in 2020. Setting aside the 49% rise for Bitcoin in 2020,
gold has been the top-performing asset, rising 24.4%. Gold’s junior partner, silver, has performed even better,
up 32.6%. Gold stocks, as measured by the TSX Gold Index (TGD), have gone up 37.4%. They have vastly
outperformed the S&P 500 up 6.7% and the TSX Composite down 3.1%. The uncertainty has also weighed on
the U.S. dollar as the US$ Index has fallen 2.5% in 2020.
So, what could the destabilization bring following a disputed election? Some have postulated that violence
could rise between supporters of the two sides. But here is where it could get very dangerous, as some are
postulating that the divisions and violence could spread to disputes and clashes between intelligence agencies,
the police, and the military. All of this adds to the unknown. If any of this comes to pass, even in a scaled-down
version it could weigh on the stock market, gold, and the U.S. dollar.
Gold could still be considered to be cheap. One way to possibly look at how cheap is gold is to look at the
Money Supply (M2)/Gold ratio. In 1971 when President Richard Nixon took the world off the gold standard,
the M2/Gold ratio stood at 16.04. By February 1980, during gold’s huge run-up in the late 1970s to over $800,
the ratio fell to 2.25. Over the next 21 years as gold prices fell and M2 rose during the 1980s and 1990s, the
ratio peaked in December 2001 with gold near $250. The 2000s saw gold prices soar again as debt rose, M2
soared, and markets became destabilized during the dot.com bust 2001–2002 and the global financial crisis
2007–2009. By 2011, when gold rose to over $1,900, the M2/Gold ratio fell to 5.42. Today it sits around 9.35
and has turned down again in favour of gold.

Source: www.stlouisfed.org

If M2 were stable (not likely), gold would need to rise to $8,300/ounce to reach the ratio level seen in February
1980. Even to reach the ratio level of 5.42 seen in August 2011 gold prices would need to rise to $3,400/ounce.
Given everything that is going on, the likelihood is that M2 will continue to rise, and along with it, debt, which
could soon reach $30 trillion. By many measurements, gold remains cheap and the U.S. dollar remains
overvalued. Going forward, there will be downward pressure on all fiat currencies and upward pressure on
gold. Debt and the global supply of money will keep on rising as currencies are further devalued.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Stimulus takes precedence over the potential for a chaotic election, it seems. The on-again/off-again/ back-onagain and possibly off-again stimulus talks are all that market seem to care about. Then again, maybe the
markets believe that, come the November 3 election, the loser will do the right thing and concede. However,
many signs are pointing to a chaotic end to the election. Uncertainty and instability, even on the political front,
is not what the markets want to contemplate. We were expecting a low in October; instead, we appear to be
headed for a high. We call that an inverse—meaning the market is inverting and, rather than getting a low, we
get a high instead. That would normally set up November as going the opposite way and, instead of a rocket
shoot after a resolved election, we get a down market into 2021. The election itself continues to turn on the
mail-in votes which will, it seems, be challenged by Trump if he loses and could even be challenged by Biden if
he loses. This election has the potential to be exceptionally chaotic and one that has implications not only for
the U.S. but also for the world.
This past week the S&P 500 gained 3.8%, continuing its winning ways after the September correction that saw
the S&P 500 pull back 10.6%. The S&P 500 found support at the 100-day MA. So, was this an A wave down or
merely a correction within the context of the bull move from the March 2020 low? If this is a B wave, we are
reminded that we have often seen B waves make new highs that suck everyone in. The only high of note we
have ever seen in October was October 11, 2007. Recall that, in that year the market topped in July, then the
first sub-prime debacle appeared, some Bear Stearns funds went under, and the S&P 500 fell about 12% into
August. The recovery was laboured but eventually the S&P 500 made small new highs at 1,576 vs. the 1,556Enriched Investing Incorporated
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high seen in July. A 12% drop in July/August 2007 and 10.6% drop this time in September 2020. This rally has
lasted longer than the one seen in 2007.
Elsewhere this past week the Dow Jones Industrials (DJI) gained 3.3%, the Dow Jones Transportations (DJT)
made new all-time highs (yes, hard to believe) gaining 5.0%, and the NASDAQ was up 4.6%. The small cap S&P
600 enjoyed another banner week, up 5.7%, but is still down 9.3% on the year. The world MSCI World Index
was up 3.0%. Canada’s TSX Composite gained 2.2% and the hot TSX Venture Exchange (CDNX) was up 3.3%,
making it up a stellar 26.8% on the year. Bitcoin continued its hot hand, gaining 5.2%, and is up 52.6% on the
year. But the cryptocurrencies remain plagued with hacks and scams and the market is still very small.
In the EU the London FTSE gained 1.9%, the Paris CAC 40 was up 2.5% and the German DAX was up 2.9%.
China’s Shanghai Index (SSEC) gained 1.7% and the Tokyo Nikkei Dow (TKN) jumped 2.6%.
The S&P 500 has a lot of potential scenarios from here. We appear to be within a few channels. The most
notable top channel is one joining the February high with the recent September high. The top of that channel
is around 3,625. Another channel top lies just above at 3,700. So, those are potential targets for this rebound.
To the downside, a break occurs under 3,250 then under 3,180. The final breakdown is under 3,000. Below
that level a serious bear market could develop.
The rally continues, but we continue to believe this a “sucker” rally and the market is inverting to a high when
we expected a low this month. The message seems to be “beware the upcoming election.”
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
This past week we are seeing our first potential divergence between the Dow Jones Industrials (DJI) and the
Dow Jones Transportations (DJT). The DJT made new all-time highs. The DJI is nowhere near its old highs. Okay,
the DJI would still have to gain only an additional 3.4% from current levels to equal the February 2020 high.
However, we continue to believe that the March crash was a very bearish signal, given the DJI took out the
previous year’s lows of 2019, 2018, and 2017. Whenever we have seen that happen it signals to us that the
great bull market is over and the new bear is underway. What we have been experiencing since the March low
is the B wave or, as we like to say, the “sucker” wave. Why the “sucker” wave? Because it sucks everyone into
thinking the great bull market is resuming or that a new great bull market is underway. It is rare for a crash like
we saw in March to mark merely a pause in a bull market. Oddly, the 1929 crash was severe but it never took
out the 1928 low, let alone any other year’s lows. The rally from November 1929 to April 1930 never made any
new highs and turned out to be a “sucker” rally. The 1987 crash, as steep and scary as it was, did not take out
the 1986 low, let alone any other previous year’s lows either. Subsequently, the rally that lasted to July 1990
made new all-time highs and, while the mini-crash into October that year was severe at over 20%, it never
even came close to the lows of 1987. The DJI’s failure to make new highs is an interesting, potentially negative
divergence with the S&P 500, the NASDAQ, and now the DJT. Naturally, only time will tell whether we are right
and the failure for the indices to confirm each other translates into another big leg down in the market.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The NASDAQ’s little correction appears to be over. It lost almost 13% in the recent pullback. But will it make
new all-time highs once again? It will, once again, probably take the big six to pull the market to new all-time
highs. This past week the big six saw nothing but gains: Facebook +1.7%, Apple +3.5%, Amazon +5.2%, Netflix
(raising its prices) +7.2%, Google +3.9%, and Microsoft +4.7%. Oh, yes, and for the record Tesla was up 4.6%.
Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway is trying to keep up, gaining 1.9%. We seem to have an interesting rising channel
for the NASDAQ. However, we doubt that this time it will reach the top of the channel which we estimate to be
near 13,000. The NASDAQ found support near its 100-day MA and it has now recovered its 50-day MA. The
recent pullback was the first significant correction seen for the NASDAQ since the March low. The only
question on our mind is, this a continuation of the uptrend or is this merely a B wave up following the A wave
down that bottomed on Sep 21 at 10,519? We are leaning to the B wave theory. However, we fully admit B
waves of this nature can see new all-time highs, although likely by only a small margin.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Up, up, and away. That is the NYSE advance-decline line rising to a new record high. The AD line is suggesting
that the S&P 500 should soon be making new all-time highs and we are probably not going to argue with that.
The AD line seems to have led the market up for months.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Frankly, we are a little shocked to see the put/call ratio plunge to a new record low at 0.39. Is this market so
complacent that investor/traders are piling into calls at record levels? That certainly appears to be the case.
Here, the put/call ratio has made a new record low in favour of calls but the S&P 500 has not yet made new alltime highs. It is very possible the S&P 500 does see new highs, but the complacency being shown in the
put/call ratio is a severe warning sign.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
We had noted that the VIX volatility indicator did not make a new low along with the S&P 500 on the recent
short-term down swing. This was a divergence and indicated that one of them was wrong. Well, this past week
the S&P 500 started rising again and has cleared its 50-day MA. While the VIX indicator is up, it has, so far,
failed to clear its 50-day MA. Another divergence? Could the S&P 500 make new highs but the VIX fail to do so?
That is a distinct possibility. We’ll continue to monitor this going forward.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
The TSX Composite continued its recent climb, gaining 2.2% on the week. The TSX found support at the 200day MA and an uptrend line from lows seen back in April and May. Could the TSX now go to the top of the
channel, currently up near 17,250? If so, counting from the March low we see a wave A up to 15,257 in April,
the B wave bottom in May at 14,187, and now a 5-wave move from the May low for wave C.
Twelve of the 14 sub-indices closed up on the week led by Health Care (THC) that gained a big 13.8%, thanks to
some big moves by marijuana stocks like WEED. Next best was Energy (TEN) up 8.6%. Consumer Discretionary
(TCD) gained 5.1%. Health Care is not a major component of the TSX but Energy is. The only losers were
Income Trusts (TCM) -0.3% and Consumer Staples (TCS), off 0.7%.
The TSX has been rising on reduced volume. At times trading has been sluggish. Nonetheless, the TSX could be
making a move towards the top of that channel, if our comments about a high in October are correct. The
breakdown level is under 15,800. The sluggish rise since the March low has all the earmarks of a corrective B
wave to the upside, the March low being the A wave down. The C wave down should start under 15,800.
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Canada – Unemployment Rate, Employment Change

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com
According to Statistics Canada, the Canadian economy created 378 thousand jobs in September 2020. That was
well above the forecast of 156.7 thousand jobs and above the 245.8 thousand created in August. Full-time rose
334 thousand while part-time was up 44 thousand. The unemployment rate fell to 9% from 10.2%. When one
considers discouraged workers plus those waiting and involuntary part-timers (R8), the unemployment rate
was 11.2%, down from 14.5%. In March/April Canada officially lost 3,004.5 thousand jobs. To date they have
recovered 2,285.0 thousand, leaving them still short 719.5 thousand. They have recovered 76% of the jobs
lost. That ratio is far better than the one for the U.S. who has barely recouped half the jobs that were lost. Still,
according to Stats Can, the labour force has fallen by 352.6 thousand since February 2020. While the goodsproducing sector has recouped its job losses, the services-producing sector is not even close. With the number
of COVID-19 cases rising sharply in Canada and shutdowns being announced once again, there is a chance that
the October numbers could once again be negative and the unemployment rate rise. Some 25%+ are working
but are working from home. That rate is over double where it was pre-pandemic. The unemployment
continues to hit hard against low-wage earners and young people while high-wage earners continue to be
employed. During the 2008 financial crisis, the unemployment rate rose to 8.7%, up from 6.2% before the
crash. It took nine years for the unemployment rate to fall back to where it was pre-recession. Based on that,
the likelihood is it will take even longer this time to return to pre-pandemic levels. And, given a second wave,
things could get worse again.
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Source: www.ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
The world is setting records for the COVID-19 when 368 thousand cases were reported on October 9. The 7day average is now over 305,000 every day. Deaths haven’t jumped substantially but still remain at over 5,000
daily. The death/cases ratio remains steady around 2.9%. That’s well above the common flu death/cases ratio
of around 0.1%. And it is in keeping with historical figures on deaths/cases. Okay, not in the league of the Black
Death and bubonic plagues where upwards of 50% perished. The global climb in cases continues in a nice
uptrend with no sign of a top. The U.S., India, and Brazil lead the way in cases while the U.S., Brazil, and India
(in that order) lead the world in deaths. Rounding out the top 10 in cases are Russia, Colombia, Spain,
Argentina, Peru, Mexico, and France. Rounding out the top 10 in deaths are Mexico, U.K., Italy, Peru, Spain,
France, and Iran.
Coronavirus cases and deaths as at October 11, 2020 15:25 GMT:
Number of cases - 37,576,163
Number of deaths - 1,078,832
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Source: www.ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
As we swing towards the November election, the number of cases in the U.S. is starting to rise. At the current
pace, the number of deaths could be over 300,000 by year end. On October 9 the U.S. went over 60,000 cases
for the first time since a spike in August. Through June 60,000 + every day was normal. The 7-day MA is rising
and is now at over 48,000 cases daily and over 700 dead daily. Actually, that’s good as it is down from over
1,000 daily seen in August. But it is rising. California, Texas, and Florida continue to lead the way in cases while
New York, Texas, and California top the charts in deaths. It seems that the entire White House has been
diagnosed with the virus even as Trump has made what appears to be a miraculous recovery. With numbers
rising for cases and deaths, expect this to continue into the election and even beyond.
Coronavirus cases and deaths as at October 11, 2020 15:25 GMT:
Number of cases - 7,950,510
Number of deaths – 219,304
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Source: www.ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
Up, up, up, and away? Are Canada’s numbers soaring? Well, they appear to be and parts of Quebec and
Ontario have moved back into lockdown mode, although not the full-blown lockdown seen back in March/May
2020. Deaths have also perked up, but they are nowhere near the levels seen through March to May. Not yet.
In the previous round, some 80% of the deaths were occurring in long term care homes, the elderly being a
natural target for the virus. Canada’s cases are now averaging 2,200 daily with deaths averaging 25 daily.
That’s a far cry for deaths that were averaging as high as 175 daily back in May. Deaths per cases are now a
more reasonable 1% vs. 10% back in May. That’s still high, although below the global average of around 3%.
Canada hit a record 2,800 cases on October 5 and both Ontario and Quebec have had record cases. The new
lockdowns are more concentrated rather than across the country or throughout the provinces.
Coronavirus cases and deaths as at October 11, 2020 15:25 GMT:
Number of cases - 180,179
Number of deaths - 9,608
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US 10-Year Treasury Note, Canada 10-Year Government Bond (CGB)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com
Interest rates rose this past week as the U.S. 10-year treasury note went from 0.70% to 0.77%. The Canadian
10-year government of Canada bond (CGB) rose to 0.62% from 0.57%. The impetus for a rise in rates was the
potential for a stimulus deal and a falling U.S. dollar. In Canada, there is also the potential for further stimulus
given the sharp rise in COVID-19 and further lockdowns under way. All this raises inflationary expectations and
helps push up longer dated interest rates. Given that the odds of a rate hike from the Fed or the BofC are
virtually zero, our expectations that rates are going to shoot to the moon are low. However, a rise to 1% for
the U.S. 10-year is not out of the question. The most recent high for the U.S. 10-year was back in June at
0.90%. For the Cdn 10-year, the high was 0.73% also back in June 2020. If the U.S. 10-year were to take out the
June high and break out above 1%, potential targets are up 1.3%. That would still leave the 10-year below the
rate of inflation and continue negative interest rates. Right now, we can’t see above that level, and first we
need to break out over 0.90%.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Could the US$ Index now be in the process of making another wave to the downside? It appears that is very
possible. The rally from 91.75 on September 1 unfolded in 3 waves to the upside, suggesting it was a corrective
move only. While we appeared to break the downtrend line, we failed at an old uptrend line that dates back to
the all-time low at 72.70 back in 2011. Clearly that area up to 95 is now major resistance. What’s left now is for
the US$ Index to break the old low of 91.75. It could then target down to 88.70 with further potential down to
86.80. The on-again/off-again/on-again stimulus talks were the trigger for a fall in the US$ Index. So is the
uncertainty and potential for chaos out of the November 3 election. The US$ Index fell 0.6% on Friday and
closed the week down 0.9%. The Cdn$ was the best performer, gaining 1.3% on the week. The euro was up
1.0%, the Swiss franc gained 1.2%, and the pound sterling was up 0.8%, but the Japanese yen lost a small 0.2%
even as it rebounded on Friday. The on-again/off-again/on-again stimulus package has seen the administration
raise its offer and the opposition Democrats come in a little bit. So, they are inching closer together and both
probably want a deal before the election, regardless of the rhetoric out of the White House. The US$ Index has
some support at 92.70, but below 92.45 new lows below 91.75 are highly probable.
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Chinese Yuan (US$1 = 6.68853 Yuan)

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com
Down, down, down we go. Yes, that is the U.S. dollar falling against the Chinese yuan. That’s a nice double top
on the charts at US$1 = 7.17 yuan. The breakdown below 6.78 has the potential to see the $/yuan fall to 6.39.
The $/yuan closed Friday at 6.68. This could also help the U.S. trade deficit with China that is $302 billion and
still rising, despite Trump’s trade wars and sanctions.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Thanks to the stimulus “is it on or is it off” babble throughout the week, the “on” won out in the end and gold
soared 1.6% or $31 on Friday. If it goes “off” again gold could fall. With stimulus talks seemingly back on, the
U.S. dollar fell and gold rose. Gold has been battered back and forth lately as the stimulus talks go from on to
off to back on again. It is probably in the interests of both parties to find a deal of some sort. And, given that
polls continue to point to a Biden victory, that is also spurring gold on the expectations that even more
stimulus would be forthcoming. The U.S. dollar was doing the opposite. Near-zero interest rates and
unprecedented money printing are music to gold’s ears. And the potential for a hung election or at least a
challenged election and disruptions, even violence, is also helpful for gold. On the week, gold gained 1.0%,
silver was up 4.5%, platinum gained 0.3%, palladium was up 5.9%, and copper also gained up 3.4%.
Gold continues to form what appears to us as a descending wedge triangle. We closed Friday on the cusp of a
breakout. A move above $1,950 would confirm that a low is probably in and moves above $2,000 and $2,040
would add to the confirmation. Above $2,040 would suggest new highs ahead. If the descending wedge is
correct, then potential upside targets are to $2,160/$2,200. Further potential is up to $2,300. Given that we
have not yet confirmed an upside breakout, we are at the point of potential failure as well. The downside
breakdown is at $1,840 with interim support at $1,880 and $1,865. We doubt that gold would break down but
we don’t want to eliminate these possibilities until we confirm the upside.
But it is the drama over the stimulus package and potential mass disruption over the election that is currently
driving gold. A stimulus package is inevitable. Election chaos may also be inevitable. The question on the
package is: how big. As well, we’ll keep an eye on the Fed to see if it ups its bond purchases.
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Source: www.cotpricecharts.com
The gold commercial COT did not take our preferred direction this past week, falling to 23% from 24%. Long
open interest fell roughly 9,000 contracts while short open interest was also off down roughly 7,000 contracts.
Open interest was down on the week, off about 7,000 contracts. But remember, this report is only to October
6 and does not include the gains seen for gold at the end of the week. Next week’s report will be dated
October 13 and hopefully we see an improvement. The large speculators COT (hedge funds, managed futures,
etc.) rose slightly to 82% from 81%. Makes us a little concerned when we see the large speculators COT that
high. We ask: “are they too bullish?”
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
After falling to $23 on Tuesday, silver prices surged on Friday, gaining $1.23 or 5.2% and closing over $25. On
the week, silver was up 4.5% leading the way. The gold/silver ratio fell to 76.7 but is still above the recent low
of 68.6. A firm breakdown under 70 would be quite positive and could see the gold/silver ratio fall to as low as
35. At that point, silver would be expensive compared to gold. What’s key is that the bull market underway
continues. Silver could be in a descending wedge pattern. We appear to be on the cusp of potentially breaking
out above it once we clear $25.25 with a confirmation close above $26. Potential targets could be up to
$32.50/$33.00. Above $28 there is further potential for a rise to $36. While there are many calling for silver
prices to rise to $50, $100, and even beyond we only project what we can see at the time. And we do not
ignore the downside even if we believe we won’t break to the downside. But, obviously, new lows below the
Sep 24 low at $21.81 could see silver fall to $14. We doubt that very much given the strong fundamentals, but
we don’t want to ignore it until we firmly confirm the upside breakouts. In a bull or bear market we prefer to
see silver leading so the recent gains of silver vs. gold is welcome However, we remind everyone that gold has
made new all-time highs over $2,000 while silver is still only half of its all-time high at $50.
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Source: www.cotpricecharts.com
The silver commercial COT is not helping us as it slipped this past week to 32% from 33%. Long open interest
fell about 2,000 contracts while short open interest rose roughly 1,000 contracts. The large speculators COT
was flat 69%. Despite the 4% up week, total open interest was off marginally. However, this report only goes to
October 6 so it doesn’t include the big gain seen on Friday. Next week’s report will capture most of this past
week. We hope to see an improvement with rising open interest.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Gold stocks tried to sink in the early part of the week but then rebounded when gold and silver shot back up.
By the week’s end the TSX Gold Index (TGD) had gained 2.1% on the week and the Gold Bugs Index (HUI) was
up 4.8%. The result was that the TGD held above a support line near 340 (actual low on the week was 350), but
we are still looking up at the breakout line at 390. It is possible that we made our final low for this correction
near 346 on September 24, but until we break out above 390, we can’t eliminate the potential for another
move up followed by yet another move to the downside. This correction has seen some 17% shaved off the
TGD from the recent high to the low. That’s not unusual for gold stocks whose volatility is well known. The
March 2020 collapse saw the TGD fall 41% and the May/June correction saw the TGD lose almost 22% at its
worst. The 2008–2011 bull market saw the TGD go through three roughly 25% corrections. Yet, since that key
low in September 2018 at 147, the TGD has gained over 150% and we are up 113% from the March 2020 low.
The great bull market of 2008–2011 saw the TGD gain roughly 200%. Wide swings on gold stocks are not
unusual, given how small the market really is. If and when the TGD manages to break out over 390, potential
targets are up to 460 with further potential to 500, depending on how powerful the move is. A move to 460
would be a new all-time high for the TGD, taking out the 455 seen in 2011. But until we do break out over 390,
we can’t ignore the downside. A breakdown under 350 would be negative. A breakdown under 335 would be
potentially dangerous and we could see the TGD could fall to 265. The 200-day MA is currently at 318, the June
2020 low was at 290, and there is potential major long-term support near 265/270. The pattern appears to us
to be a bull flag, but we can never dismiss the downside until we firmly take out the points to the upside.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com
Volatility still seems to dominate, even the oil market. The previous week saw WTI oil plunge below $37 after it
was announced that Trump had come down with the COVID. Then, this week, Hurricane Delta was shutting
down 90% of the Gulf oil production. The result was that oil prices climbed back over $40, gaining 9.6% on the
week. The Gulf shutdown also helped natural gas (NG) as it rose even more, up 12.6% on the week. The energy
stocks caught a bid as the ARCA Oil & Gas Index (XOI) rose 4.9% and the TSX Energy Index (TEN) spiked 8.6%.
Nothing like a little hurricane to help this beaten-up sector.
So, will this last long? WTI oil can’t seem to break down but it can’t seem to break out to the upside, either. It
is just caught in a see-saw range of roughly $36 to $43/$44. And, once again, here we are at about mid-point.
Given that oil has probably priced in the slowing economy and seems impervious to the U.S. election not
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showing any predilection to either candidate, this range trading is more likely to continue rather than break
out either way. Naturally, we can’t dismiss the possibility of a breakout one way or the other. A downside
breakout under $36 could target down to $28/$29 whereas an upside breakout over $44 could target up to
$50/$51.
Saudi Arabia is a wildcard in the equation. Their production costs are so low that if they want to eliminate
competition, they could absorb another sharp drop in prices even as it is known that they need around $80 to
balance their extravagant budget. Low prices are, however, devastating for the already battered fracking
industry and Alberta’s oil sands. Nobody is exactly exploring these days, either, as the world’s easiest
accessible oil is already known and most discoveries are deep, underwater, or very dirty. Falling prices for
clean energy are not helping oil.
Gasoline demand remains good but jet fuel demand is depressed. Unfortunately, they usually can’t produce
one without the other. As a result, margins are squeezed. Hurricane Delta is playing havoc and the Venezuelan
oil industry is in a state of collapse as we learned their rig count has fallen to zero. Despite everything, oil is not
going to collapse and while it is causing budgetary constraints don’t expect Saudi Arabia, Russia, or any of the
other Middle East oil producers to collapse. Even OPEC has acknowledged the potential for peak demand, but
we are still several years away from that.
Our expectation is that this range trading is more likely to continue than result in a major breakout one way or
the other. However, be prepared if the tide shifts.
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Disclaimer

GLOSSARY
Trends
Daily – Short-term trend (For swing traders)
Weekly – Intermediate-term trend (For longterm trend followers)
Monthly – Long-term secular trend (For longterm trend followers)
Up – The trend is up.
Down – The trend is down
Neutral – Indicators are mostly neutral. A trend
change might be in the offing.
Weak – The trend is still up or down but it is
weakening. It is also a sign that the trend might
change.
Topping – Indicators are suggesting that while
the trend remains up there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is topping.
Bottoming – Indicators are suggesting that
while the trend is down there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is bottoming.

David Chapman is not a registered advisory service
and is not an exempt market dealer (EMD). He does
not and cannot give individualised market advice. The
information in this newsletter is intended only for
informational and educational purposes. It should not
be construed as an offer, a solicitation of an offer or
sale of any security. The reader assumes all risk when
trading in securities and David Chapman advises
consulting a licensed professional financial advisor or
portfolio manager such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated before proceeding with any trade or idea
presented in this newsletter. Before making an
investment, prospective investors should review each
security’s offering documents which summarize the
objectives, fees, expenses and associated risks. David
Chapman shares his ideas and opinions for
informational and educational purposes only and
expects the reader to perform due diligence before
considering a position in any security. That includes
consulting with your own licensed professional
financial advisor such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated. Performance is not guaranteed, values
change frequently, and past performance may not be
repeated.
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